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Maybe painting is finding images for what wasn’t there, 
before those images were there. 

1  Discovering 

The first thing that strikes us about Luc Piron’s paint-
ings is their simplicity. At first glance, the viewer sees 
lines, straight lines. When we look more closely, areas 
start to appear, due to a subtle difference in bright-
ness - a difference of a semitone - or not even that. We  
discover surfaces that intersect, in almost invisible 
lines. The viewer is invited to enter them, - like a chapel, 
- a space of silence. - A place for meditation and con-
centration; - a house for the mind. 

Once we have acquired enough inner space and tran-
quility to contain this work - only then - can we become 
aware of its complexity: the color of the lines, their incli-
nation, the play of repetition, of movement and counter-
movement. Their subjective tension. 

These canvases, which first show themselves as a 
system of visual elements, are experienced on closer 
inspection as a staging of tension. Because they in-
vite you to discover the subtle play with variations in 
spatiality, changing surfaces, transparent walls. Silent 
austerity, light and space.

2  The enigma

The most defined decision an artist can make is to ap-
ply the straight line to the canvas. - It splits the plane, 
- creates space, -defines, -marks, -delimits. The line is 
followed by a second line - an echo –; thereby, the lines 
form a plane, a rhythm; a perspective is created. 

A straight line is always in battle with its finiteness. The 
straight represents the spiritual - unlike the curved, or 
tortuous line, it withdraws from the figure-background 
relationship (1). It delimits, - defines the edges of the 
plane. 

Through the staging of surfaces, spaces, plots, juxta-
position, foreground and background, the work draws 
the viewer into an enigma: - He begins to be in search of 
the laws of the game, but quickly gets entangled: - The 
perspective takes on a counter-perspective. Minimally 
alternating patterns - like floor tiles - are interrupted in 
their logical progression: - does this line stop here? - or 
does it continue invisibly under the next plane? 

These paintings from the period of 2019 often form se-
ries - of two or more canvases - or contain a left-right 
polarity and are atectonic in character (2). 

In a few works from the ‘Point de vue’ series, the line 
gains traceable handwriting - as a result of which it 
comes to the fore - leaves the plane, and acquires its in-
dependence. It suddenly becomes a figure on a back-
ground, it becomes a route, like crossing branches.

3  The beginning 

The blank canvas evokes expectation - It carries within 
itself its silent history. History that gives meaning to lines 
and surfaces. No image is outside this history - There 
is no art without art history supplying the vocabularies. 

Since the beginning of the 20th century - through  
abstract art - the line becomes an independent image 
element - such as color or surface. From then on, a line 
is no longer the edge of a vase in a still life, but de-
taches itself – it becomes ‘abstract’. - The same can 
be said of every image element: color, surface, texture, 
structure... 

(1) Wassily Kandinsky Punkt und Linie zu Fläche / Beitrag zur 
Analysis der malerischen Elemente 

(2) Heinrich Wölfflin (1915): Tectonic: an image closed in on 
itself that reflects back on itself everywhere as opposed to 
atectonic = open form that apparently continues beyond the 
edges of the canvas.

In:
Heinrich Wölfflin,
Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe: das Problem der Sti-
lentwickelung in der neueren Kunst — München, 1915 (p130) 
https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/woelfflin1915/0148

(3) Giulio Paolini (b. 1940 Genua) was a member of the arte 
povera movement that emerged in Italy and was active mainly 
in the 1970s. In the early 1960s, the artist conducted research 
into imitating reality within painting. Among other things, he 
was interested in perspective drawing: a possibility to evoke 
three-dimensional space within the flat surface of the painting 
canvas. Pencil lines appeared on his white canvases, which 
refer, among other things, to the rules of scientific perspective 
used by painters for centuries. 



Bauhaus: According to Kandinsky (1), the canvas con-
tains an aesthetic field of tension that lends the position 
of image elements their heaviness, their temperature, 
their elegance. He sees the line as a dynamic image 
element: it is the life course of the point in motion. 

According to Giulio Paolini (3), the blank canvas is load-
ed with image archetypes - We appercept a perspective 
- or a horizon line… Like seeing a musical instrument, it 
evokes a kind of music.

4  TangenTs 

I would like to close with a few quotes, each of which in 
its own way sheds light on connections to Luc Piron’s 
work:
 
- From Minimal Art 

Sol LeWitt (4): When I first started drawing on the wall, 
the logic of the idea took over. 

The Line is the fundamental graphical component of 
all human thoughts. It is the basic building block of all 
writing and drawing and yet it is essentially an abstrac-
tion - a concept. Everyone knows what a line is, but 
the question remains whether lines, especially straight 
lines, really exist in nature or somewhere outside their 
visualization in the human mind.(5) 

- From Arte Povera 

Giulio Paolini (1984): ”The linguistic components return 
to the canvas as primitive paradigms free from any sys-
tem of iconological collocation. Elements of making, 
which are not bound to the image to be made, but are 
presented to play their own role autonomously.”(8) 

- From Architecture

Hans van der Laan (6) “When we make something, we 
should not pay attention to what we make, nor how we 
make it, but to the making itself. 

- From Poetry
 
Rutger Kopland (7): ‘Maybe to write poetry is to find 
words for what wasn’t there, before those words were 
there.’ (The title above was derived from this statement) 

Willy Van Buggenhout 
Friend and colleague of the artist

(4) Sol LeWitt (1928-2007) is one of the most important artists 
of minimal art. He was one of the founders of the radical, ra-
tional-oriented aesthetic that was used as a counter-reaction 
to the emotion-oriented American Expressionism of the ‘60s. 
50’s and 60’s minimal art reduced the form of works of art to 
the extreme. 

(5) Line is the fundamental graphic component of all human 
thought. It is the basic building block of all writing and drawing 
and yet, in essence, it is merely an abstraction – a concept. 
Everybody knows what a line is, but it still remains debatable as 
to whether lines, especially straight lines, actually exist in natu-
re or anywhere outside of their visualization in the human mind. 
https://www.mignoniart.com/past-exhibitions-6/

(6) Dom H. Van Der Laan ‘De Architectonische Ruimte: 
Vijftien Lessen Over De Dispositie Van Het Menselijke

(7) Rutger Kopland ‘De Revisor, Jaargang 4 nummer 4 (1977) 
‘over het maken van een gedicht’ (pagina 2)

(8) Germano Celant, ‘Arte Povera: Notes for a Guerrilla War’, 
Flash Art 5, ”Così Paolini esalta il carattere empirico e non spe-
culativo del suo lavoro, sottolinea il dato di fatto, la presenza fi-
sica dell’oggetto e il comportamento del soggetto in rapporto al 
sistema «pittura». La sua sovrapposizione tra idea e immagi-
ne, lo porta alla «prise de pouvoir « degli elementi strumentali, 
non ancora direzionati e sistematicizzati, quali la tela, il colore, 
lo spazio (diventato ora lo spazio del mondo) Le componenti 
linguistiche ritornano cosi in campo quali paradigmi, primigeni, 
aniconici liberi da ogni sistema di collocazione iconologica. 
Elementi di un farsi, che non si vincolano all’ immagine da rea-
lizzare, ma si presentano per «fingere» se stessi.
https://www.giannipiacentino.com/BIBLIO_TEXT/GCelant-
FLASHART11-67.html
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